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why was the course created
For the first time in 17 years, the CTPAT Program has created New
Minimum-Security Criteria
After the CT Strategies team could no longer travel to train our clients
in-person on meeting the CTPAT New Minimum-Security Criteria
(MSC), we developed this online training course to allow their
employees to engage with the content in a self-paced manner

who are the creators

how was the course created

The course is created by former CTPAT Director, Ron May, who helped
develop the New MSC and now serves as CT Strategies Senior Advisor
for Supply Chain Advisory Services. in partnership with an ELearning course development expert

The curriculum is content adapted from a 2-hour seminar provided by
Ron for hundreds of industry members, across the country, and on
both the Northern and Southwest borders

While there are other CTPAT courses on the market, this is the only
one created by a former Director of the Program. Ron May helped write
the CTPAT rule book and has seen it all; what works and what does
not work throughout the process; best practices and common
mistakes to avoid

CT Strategies has partnered with an e-learning course development
expert to adapt the seminar content into a self-paced, interactive
format that provides practical application and will optimize retention
for a range of CTPAT stakeholder audiences
The course includes periodic knowledge checks and a certificate of
completion

who is the course intended to help?
Current CTPAT Members looking to meet the New MSC or

is the course still applicable given
covid19?

maximize their program benefits
Aspiring companies looking to enroll in CTPAT

Information is framed in a COVID-19 context. The course accounts for

Non-CTPAT companies who are required by business partners to

reduced international travel by industry members and CBP Officials and

adhere to CTPAT standards

discusses potential modifications to CTPAT procedures going forward

Companies seeking to enhance efficiency and security in their
supply chains

what does the course cover?
The Primary Elements of the Course include:

how long does the course take?
The course is self-paced, though the average duration is estimated to be
about 90 minutes

Overview of the CTPAT Program
Interactive examples of demonstrated supply chain smuggling
scenarios and conveyance vulnerabilities

what is the cost?

Review of the New Minimum-Security Criteria

The cost for one user is $188

A deep dive on critical, new Corporate Security requirements

Group discounts are available

Overview of ‘Unofficial’ CTPAT Program Benefits in addition to
Official Program Benefits
Best Practices to remember and Common Mistakes to avoid when

how can I acess the course?

completing or updating your Security Profile and preparing for a

you can acess the course through our website at ctstrategies.tovuti.io

(Re)Validation

also Included:
In addition to the course, the user will receive, at no additional cost:
A comprehensive set of reference materials; including a glossary of
terms and best practices in risk management, compiled from U.S.
CBP and the World Customs Organization
The opportunity to reach back to Ron and our team with questions
through our online learning portal

sounds great, but my association has
rules about trainings
We understand you may have rules or procedures regarding how
training is introduced to your membership, but if this seems like a tool
that would be of benefit to your Membership, please let us know

Interactive examples of demonstrated supply chain smuggling

Have More Questions? Contact Us

scenarios and conveyance vulnerabilities
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